When to cite an online Journal article:

> If you downloaded the article from a database or website, you should include the URL or DOI.
> However, APA prefers DOIs and doesn’t like long URLs, so try to find the DOI (or give the journal’s homepage if the article’s URL isn’t short and simple).

**Journal example (online):**


**You need:**

>> Author(s)
>> Year of publication
>> Title of the article (no italics)
>> Title of the journal (in italics)
>> Volume (in italics), issue and page numbers
>> DOI or URL (preferably DOI)

**Where do you find it?** The details should be on the PDF — usually there is a front-page that lists all of the important information. Also, look at the top and bottom of the pages. However, you can also find these details in the database you used to find the article, or in OneSearch. Ask your librarian for help.

When to cite an Article without online details:

> If you found the article in a paper-based journal (for example, in the Library building), or you have a copy of an article without the electronic details, you do not need to cite the URL or the DOI as long as you have all the “normal” journal details.

**Journal example (print):**


**You need:**

>> Author(s)
>> Year of publication
>> Title of the article (no italics)
>> Title of the journal (in italics)
>> Volume (in italics), issue and page numbers